Interview by
Dr. Ronald Ferdinand Grossarth Matice
With Isabel Metzger
Corona pandemic as a multi-causal problem. The Grossarthche
Strategy
- Mr. Grossarth: You are the founder of multicausal research in the
Preventive medicine (especially in relation to cancer) and
Political psychology (radicalism, anti-Semitism, democracy). so
do you have a small study on the subject of corona pandemic as a multi-causal issue
Problem.
- Butcher: What are the main characteristics of your multicausal pandemic
Research
- Grossarth: The multicausal research sets itself apart from the monocausal,
Dogmatic and somewhat one-sided conception in which you enter the analysis
of the problem includes other relevant factors.
- Metzger: What factors do you think of?
- Grossarth: In addition to the spontaneous recovery after the virus infection, the
Vaccination and competent, fear-free self-regulation are important.
It also depends on the sequence of the individual measures. I could
show that the most successful prevention happens when the rst
Recovery from infection occurs, following with concurrent vaccination
Stabilization through fear-free self-regulation and keeping the
Organism (e.g. admission of fever)
- Metzger: What is the difference to the representatives of the monocausal concept?
- Grossarth: These put the vaccination in the foreground and also the
Measure of insolation. They do not take into account the consequences of the
Intervention and prevention partly the possibility of a spontaneous one
Recovery from infection.
- Metzger: According to your theory, Mr. Joshua Kimmich acted correctly in the
He only got vaccinated after the infection.
- Grossarth: That's righ
- Butcher: What is the best way out of the Grossarthchen strategy
- Grossarth: First infection and spontaneous recovery, then massive vaccination
with simultaneous training of competent self-regulation (e.g. through
multiple answers to the Grossarthchen questionnaire on measurement and
Stimulation of self-regulation.
If vaccinated rst, it is not enough to reduce side effects
and prevent further infection by the virus and its mutants.
The same goes for recovery without vaccinatio
Vaccination after recovery with good self-regulation gives absolute protection
of complications and new infections.
Grossarth's strategy is: rst recovery, then vaccination with
simultaneous training fearless self-regulation.
- Butcher: What is the fear?
- Grossarth: The paralyzing fear is a signi cant risk factor for bad ones
Prognosis after the viral infection.
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